We study the influence of environment on the structure of disc galaxies, using IMFIT to measure the g-and r-band structural parameters of the surface-brightness profiles for ∼700 low-redshift (z<0.063) cluster and field disc galaxies with intermediate stellar mass (0.8 × 10 10 M < M < 4 × 10 10 M ) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, DR7. Based on this measurement, we assign each galaxy to a surface-brightness profile type (Type I ≡ singleexponential, Type II ≡ truncated, Type III ≡ anti-truncated). In addition, we measure (g-r) restframe colour for disc regions separated by the break radius. Cluster disc galaxies (at the same stellar mass) have redder (g-r) colour by ∼0.2 mag than field galaxies. This reddening is slightly more pronounced outside the break radius. Cluster disc galaxies also show larger global Sérsic-indices and are more compact than field discs, both by ∼15%. This change is connected to a flattening of the (outer) surface-brightness profile of Type I and -more significantly -of Type III galaxies by ∼8% and ∼16%, respectively, in the cluster environment compared to the field. We find fractions of Type I, II and III of (6±2)%, (66±4)% and (29±4)% in the field and (15 +7 −4 )%, (56±7)% and (29±7)% in the cluster environment, respectively. We suggest that the larger abundance of Type I galaxies in clusters (matched by a corresponding decrease in the Type II fraction) could be the signature of a transition between Type II and Type I galaxies produced/enhanced by environment-driven mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed the emergence of a new scheme to understand the structure of disc galaxies (e.g. Erwin et al. 2005; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006) . Following this picture, disc galaxies can be classified according to the different slopes they present in their inner and outer regions. Galaxies which are best described by purely exponential surface-brightness profiles (e.g. Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2005; Weiner et al. 2001 ) are classified as Type I. Type II galaxies are those where the surface-brightness profile is characterised by a broken exponential with a steep outer and a shallower inner region (e.g. Pohlen et al. 2002) . Finally, Type III are disc galaxies the surface-brightness profiles of which are antitruncated, i.e. where the exponential decline of surface brightness is steeper in the inner region and shallower at larger galactocentric distances (e.g. Erwin et al. 2005) . The emergence of Type II galaxies has been studied by a number of authors using numerical simulations (e.g. Li et al. 2006; Bournaud et al. 2007; Foyle et al. 2008; Roškar et al. 2008 ; Martínez-Serrano E-mail: florian@narit.or.th Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2009 ). To date, the general perception is that truncations that are not related to Lindbladresonances (see e.g. Debattista et al. 2006) are the consequence of stellar migration and a radial star-formation threshold as the gas disc becomes thinner at large galactocentric radii. However, it is still being debated whether the other surface-brightness profile types also formed through internal mechanisms or are a consequence of external galaxy evolutionary processes. Theoretical work by e.g. Yoshii & Sommer-Larsen (1989) and Elmegreen & Hunter (2006) shows that in principle, single-exponential and antitruncated discs can form ab initio, albeit under very specific conditions. However, it is worth noting that Younger et al. (2007) have shown that antitruncations can be the consequence of external processes like tidal interactions and minor galaxy mergers. Furthermore, in S0 galaxies, antitruncated profiles might also be related to an extended bulge component (e.g. Erwin 2005; Maltby et al. 2015) . The first attempt to quantify the frequency of each profile type was done by Pohlen & Trujillo (2006) (hereafter PT06) . Using ∼90 nearby late-type (Sb-Sdm) spiral galaxies, they found that only ∼10% are single-exponentials. The rest are ∼60% Type II and ∼30% anti-truncated galaxies. This study was conducted using disc galaxies of different environments. Erwin et al. (2008) , using a sample of 66 barred S0-Sb disc galaxies from different environments, found a distribution of 27%, 42% and 24% of Type I, Type II and Type III profiles (with 6% combinations of Type II and III). In a follow-up to this work (Gutiérrez et al. 2011) , the authors investigated a sample covering the full morphological range of disc galaxies (i.e. S0-Sm) and reported a correlation of morphology and surface-brightness profile type; Type I and Type III galaxies were found to be most frequent in early-type discs while the fraction of Type II profiles was found to increase with Hubble type, i.e. to be higher in late-type discs. Overall, they reported a distribution of 21%, 50% and 38% of Type I, Type II and Type III profiles, with 8% combined Type II and III galaxies that were counted twice. A potential change on the structural break properties of the disc galaxies is expected when comparing the field with the cluster environment. There are many physical mechanisms in high density regions that should be particularly relevant for affecting the outermost (weakly bound) zones of galaxies; tidal galaxy-galaxy interactions, tidal interactions between galaxies in high-density cluster regions and with the gravitational potential of the cluster (i.e. galaxy harassment) as well as hydrodynamical interactions between galaxies and the intra-cluster or intra-group medium such as ram-pressure stripping (see e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; Gunn & Gott 1972; Moore et al. 1996; Lopes et al. 2014; Head et al. 2014; Hiemer et al. 2014) . The effect of the environment on the structure of galaxy discs is still a debated question and recent analyses have led to somewhat incongruent conclusions. For a sample of spiral galaxies, Maltby et al. (2015) explored whether the frequency of each profile type changes in a cluster environment, finding ∼10% Type I, ∼50% Type II and ∼40% Type III galaxies in their cluster and field samples. The authors also investigated a sample of S0 cluster and field galaxies, and found ∼25% Type I, <5% Type II and ∼50% Type III galaxies with ∼20% of the profiles exhibiting general curvature and hence remaining unclassified. Comparing their field and cluster galaxies, the authors concluded that the stellar distribution in the outer regions of disc galaxies is not significantly affected by the galaxy environment. However, Erwin et al. (2012) reported that truncated (Type II) S0 galaxies are nonexistent in Virgo Cluster while they account for roughly one third of S0s in the local field. The difference in the cluster was found to be almost entirely compensated by Type I galaxies. The authors reasoned different mechanisms driving the structural evolution of galaxies in the cluster and field environment. Other works have also pointed to environment-mediated mechanisms and their effect on the structural break properties of disc galaxies (e.g. Roediger et al. 2012; Laine et al. 2014; Head et al. 2014) .
In this paper we want to investigate in detail whether the environment plays a role on the frequency of each profile (break) type. To isolate as much as possible the effects produced by the cluster environment, we select our sample of field and cluster galaxies to have the same redshifts and stellar mass ranges. We choose a narrow mass range since it has been shown that the structural parameters of disc galaxies change with mass (see PT06) and we want to minimise this effect in our analysis. We will show that the main effect of the cluster environment is to redden by around ∼0.2 mag the (g-r) colour and to decrease the global size (as parameterised by the effective radius R e ) of the discs by ∼15%. These two global changes are accompanied by an increase (by a factor of ∼2.5) in the fraction of Type I (pure exponential) disc galaxies in the cluster regions and an increase in the (outer) scale lengths of Type I (∼8%) and Type III (∼16%) profiles. In the subsequent section (Section 2) we present a description of the data including a discussion of our selection criteria, the sample compilation and the background subtraction techniques. Section 3 describes the methods used for structural galaxy fitting and for colour determination. The results are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. We summarise the results and conclusions in Section 6. Finally, we present prototypical profiles, further details of the analysis of the field sample and comprehensive data tables in an appendix to this paper. Throughout this paper we assume H 0 =70 km/s/Mpc, Ω m =0.3 and Ω Λ =0.7.
THE DATA
To conduct our work, we used the NYU Value-Added Galaxy Catalogue (NYU-VAGC, Blanton et al. 2005a ) based on the SDSS-DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) as the basis for our parent sample. This catalogue provides spectroscopic redshifts and photometry, global Sérsic-indices and corresponding effective radii (see Blanton et al. 2005b for a detailed description of the morphological fitting technique) as well as stellar masses (Blanton & Roweis 2007) calculated on the basis of a Chabrier (2003) IMF and a population synthesis model from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . Our parent sample is analogue to the one of Cebrián & Trujillo (2014) . First, we selected only the galaxies contained within the region of the survey described by Varela et al. (2012) , in order to avoid problems with the borders of the survey. Then, we only considered the objects above the mass-completeness limit presented in Cebrián & Trujillo (2014) (see Eq. 1 from that paper). This ensures that our sample is complete in stellar mass, avoiding biases due to the magnitude limit inherent to the SDSS catalogue. To assure that our initial sample of galaxies are predominantly disc-dominated and within a narrow range of stellar masses, we took only objects with Sérsic-index n < 2.5 and 0.8 × 10 10 M < M < 4 × 10 10 M The lower mass limit corresponds to our completeness limit while the higher mass limit was chosen to minimise the influence of stellar mass on the results of our study. We also estimated, for all the galaxies, the 3D spatial (X, Y, Z) position within the survey using the information provided by the R.A., Dec and redshift of each object. To do this, we used the following set of equations provided by Varela et al. (2012) : with α, δ and D(z) being the equatorial coordinates and the comoving radial distance, respectively. The spatial distribution of the galaxies is used to explore the environment inhabited by the objects.
The cluster sample
Following Cebrián & Trujillo (2014) , we compiled a large sample of galaxy clusters in our explored volume using a number of catalogues: the Abell catalogue (Abell et al. 1989 ), a catalogue extracted from SDSS-DR6 (Szabo et al. 2011) , three catalogues from SDSS III (Einasto et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2012; Wen et al. 2012 ); the GMBCG cluster catalogue (Hao et al. 2010) , and the XMMi-SDSS galaxy cluster survey (Takey et al. 2011) . This is a total of 1877 galaxy clusters. To build the sample of galaxies in clusters, we took only those galaxies from the parent sample that are located at a clustercentric distance less than 1 Mpc to the nearest galaxy cluster centre. Since the goal of this work is to conduct a detailed analysis of the structural properties of the disc of the galaxies, we selected the objects with the lowest redshifts. These selection criteria left us with 246 catalogue galaxies. To minimise the influence of dust and to ensure the reliability of morphological information, we followed PT06 in selecting face-on to intermediately inclined galaxies and we discarded close pairs and obvious galaxy mergers after a visual inspection. After doing this, we were left with 175 galaxies in 130 different clusters (25 clusters from Abell et al. 1989, 18 clusters from Szabo et al. 2011, 72 clusters from Tempel et al. 2012 and 15 clusters from Wen et al. 2012) . The sample of 175 galaxies will henceforth be referred to as the total cluster sample. The selection of a reasonable number of cluster galaxies finaly resulted in a redshift range of 0.021<z<0.063. All galaxies in the total cluster sample are listed in the appendix. The r 200 1 -distribution of the 130 host clusters is shown in Fig. 1 .
The field sample
In order to compare the properties of disc galaxies in the cluster environment to those of disc galaxies in the low-density to intermediate-density field environment, we created a sample of field galaxies drawn from the same parent galaxy catalogue as the initial cluster sample. In a first step, we confined the parent catalogue to galaxies with a 3D spatial distance greater than 3.5 Mpc to the nearest cluster centre to ensure our objects are beyond the virial radius of the nearest cluster. In order to have a field sample with stellar mass and redshift distribution similar to those distributions in the cluster sample, we generated random samples of 246 field galaxies (the same initial number as for the cluster galaxies), and selected three samples closely resembling the initial cluster sample. As we did for the cluster sample, we selected face-on to intermediately inclined galaxies and discarded close pairs and galaxy mergers after a by-eye inspection. We were left with 172, 172 and 177 galaxies in the three field samples (no overlap). They will henceforth be referred to as field sample 1, field sample 2 and field sample 3. By joining the three field samples we constructed a large field sample of 521 galaxies which will henceforth be referred to as the total field sample. All galaxies in the total field sample are listed in the appendix. The redshift and stellar mass distributions of the total cluster and field samples are compared in Fig. 2 . The corresponding illustrations for the individual field samples are shown in Fig.  B1 . We explored whether the global size of our field galaxies is representative of the general field population. With the redshift and stellar mass limits of our cluster sample, we had 14868 field galaxies. Their median size (as parametrised by R e ) is larger than the median size of the cluster sample by ∼13%. Our field samples have median global sizes larger than the median size of our total cluster sample by ∼15%. This difference in global size is in compliance with Cebrián & Trujillo (2014) . All analyses presented in this paper were carried out on each of the initially selected samples (four in total). We use the three field samples to test for effects possibly introduced by random sampling and to estimate the robustness of the observed differences between the cluster and the field population.
Sky subtraction and limiting surface brightness
As this work aims to explore the outer regions of disc galaxies to characterise their properties, it is necessary to have an accurate sky subtraction and an estimation of the limiting surface brightness. . Prototypical examples for each galaxy type in both environments. Left column, top to bottom: Type I, Type II (double break) and Type III surfacebrightness profiles and corresponding r-band cluster galaxy images. Right column, top to bottom: Type I, Type II and Type III surface-brightness profiles and corresponding r-band field galaxy images. The over-plotted short-dashed lines in the profile plots indicate the exponential disc regions resulting from the fitting routine. The short vertical lines represent the break radii in the different bands. The horizontal dashed line indicates our conservative confidence threshold. For scale reference, the purple ellipses in the images mark the mean radius corresponding to this threshold, indicated by a solid vertical line in the profile plots. The galaxies' NYU-VAGC-ID is inserted in the images.
Using the same SDSS imaging, PT06 showed that surface brightness profiles in the g-and r-band can be reliably traced down to 27 mag/arcsec 2 (see also Trujillo & Fliri 2016) . In order to reach such accuracy, we followed the same strategy as PT06 to obtain an estimate of the sky from as close as possible to the galaxies under study. First, we measured the mean sky after three 3-σ clippings within 5 large rectangular sky boxes. Chosen sky boxes were placed as close as possible to the respective galaxy with the aim of including as little source flux as possible. This necessitates a variability in box size according to secondary source conditions unique to each pointing (typically in the range of 300-500 pixels on a side), with the total area fixed at 160k pixels per box. Any remaining extended sources within a sky box were masked out. For further details of this methodology, see PT06. As a second method, we investigated the radial profile of the galaxy image pixel counts (with masked adjacent sources) in 120 angular directions, separated by 3 degrees. We controlled whether the sky value measured with the first method was in compliance with the averaged value at which the radial profiles were visually found to flatten out. This was true within ±0.16 counts for all galaxies in our total field and cluster samples, both for g-and r-band data. For the photometric calibration we followed again PT06. This error in the sky determination corresponds to ∼16% of the sky and to a surface brightness of >27 mag/arcsec 2 . Since we do not attempt to extend our analyses beyond this value but limit ourselves to a conservative threshold of 26 mag/arcsec 2 , this uncertainty has no effect on the results presented in this work.
STRUCTURAL GALAXY FITTING
In order to characterise the structural (break) properties of our sample of 696 disc galaxies (175 cluster and 521 field), we used the surface-brightness fitting code IMFIT (Erwin 2015) . We applied this code to both, the g-and r-band data. The images provided to IMFIT were masked and sky-subtracted. The masks were created using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in a hot and cold configuration mode. To account for the effect of the Point Spread Function (PSF), we built a PSF for each SDSS image frame using PSFExtractor (Bertin 2011) to estimate the FWHM of the PSF. Then, we used the image generator of the IMFIT package, MAKEIMAGE, to generate Moffat-PSF-images (SDSS standard β-values of 3.1 and 2.9 for the r-and g-band; see e.g. Trujillo et al. 2001; Erwin 2015 for more details) of 51×51 pixels (∼20 ×20 ). The surface-brightness distributions of the galaxies in our sample were modelled using a two-dimensional Sérsic-bulge and a broken exponential (Erwin et al. 2008) for the disc component. These models were convolved with the PSF. All 696 galaxies of the total cluster and field sample were successfully modelled by IMFIT in the g-and r-band. Each of the 1392 fits was set up individually, i.e. for each galaxy image we created an individual configuration file with initial parameter values based on visual estimates after a by-eye inspection of the azimuthally averaged 2D projected surface-brightness profile. The majority of the fits ran without any problems. For ∼30% of the galaxies it was necessary to further refine the initial fitting parameters. Approximately 40% of these were to ensure that the innermost region of the galaxy (i.e. the bulge) was properly modelled by the Sérsic part, while the disc was to be (dominantly) modelled by the broken exponential function to exclude potential degeneracies. For the remaining 60%, the profiles showed more than one break in the galaxy's disc region. In these cases, we manually forced IMFIT to model the outermost break above our limiting surface brightness. The profile types of the galaxies where the fit initially failed were Type II (∼76%) and III (∼24%). For 56 galaxies (27 in the total cluster sample, 10, 10 and 9 in the field samples), the best fitting result was obtained for h 1 =h 2 (i.e. the scale lengths in and outside the break have the same value). These galaxies were classified as Type I, following PT06. Another 199 galaxies (50 in the total cluster sample, 47, 50 and 52 in the field samples) showed an "up-bending" or "anti-truncated" profile, i.e. h 1 < h 2 , and were classified as Type III. The remaining 441 galaxies (98 in the total cluster sample, 115, 112 and 116 in the field samples) exhibited a "down-bending" profile, i.e. h 1 > h 2 , and thus were classified as Type II. The profile type number counts are the same in both bands. Depending on the analysed band, we notate the structural parameters as follows: h 1,g , h 2,g , R b,g and h 1,r , h 2,r , R b,r , where R b,g and R b,r denote the break radii. Profile type fractions and average parameter values are shown in Table 1 . In Fig. 3 we show prototypical examples for the surface-brightness profiles and the fitted scale lengths for all three types in both investigated environments. In PT06, the authors applied several sub-classifications to Type II and Type III galaxies, based on their Hubble-type (barred vs. nonbarred galaxies) and on the radial position of the break. Since the galaxy sample analysed for the present work are at a higher redshift (0.021 z 0.063) than the sample analysed by PT06 (z 0.01), it was impossible to robustly determine the Hubble-type for all galaxies in our study. Thus, we did not apply any further subclassification for Type II and Type III galaxies.
Galaxy colour
For all 696 galaxies in the combined total cluster and field sample, we measured (g-r) restframe colour, (g − r) rest f rame , both outside ((g−r) o ) and inside ((g−r) i ) the break radius R b =(R b,g +R b,r )/2. The k-correction was conducted following Chilingarian et al. (2010) . In addition, to explore the effect of the bulge on the colour properties of the inner regions of the galaxies, we repeated the above colour measurements but this time masking the inner R c1 =0.5R e (obtaining (g − r) i,1 ) and R c2 =0.75R e (obtaining (g − r) i,2 ). For all investigated galaxies R b > R c1 and R b > R c2 . The masking of the bulge regions results in a de-reddening of galaxy colours which is in general more pronounced in field galaxies and appears to be strongest in field Type II objects. This was to be expected, since Type II galaxies are predominantly late-type objects, which exhibit comparatively strong star-formation activity in their discs. ues for the total cluster and total field sample are shown in Table 1 , along with the other disc properties studied here.
GALAXY PROPERTIES AS A FUNCTION OF ENVIRONMENT

Global properties
There are several global results to highlight in this section. In relation to the global (break) structure: a) the number of Type I (singleexponential) galaxies in the cluster environment is significantly higher (by a factor of 2.5) than in the field; b) the number of Type II (truncated) galaxies is lower in the cluster environment by 10 percentage points, matching the increase of Type I objects; c) the number of Type III (anti-truncated) galaxies, however, is quite similar in both environments. It is worth noting that the average radial distribution of the different surface-brightness profile types within the clusters is different, with Type III galaxies residing at a median clustercentric distance (normalised to r 200 ) of 0.58±0.05, while the other types preferentially occupy regions at comparatively larger median normalised distances of 0.98±0.09 and 0.86±0.04 for Type I and II, respectively (errors estimated via 1000 1-σ bootstrapping iterations). The normalised radial distribution of the different profile types is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The global size value, as mentioned before, measured by R e , is ∼15% larger in the field than in the cluster. Finally, also the global Sérsic-index (as provided by the NYU catalogue) is significantly higher in the cluster than in the field (by ∼15%). By construction of our subsamples, there is no global difference between cluster and field environment in average total stellar mass. The global structural and colour differences between the cluster and the field environment are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Independent of the surface-brightness profile type, in all the regions, the median (g − r) rest f rame colour is significantly (∼0.2 mag) redder in the cluster than in the field (most significant for Type I and III). For Type II and III field galaxies, with the bulge suitably masked, we find the inner disc to be notably redder than the regions at galactocentric distances greater than the break radius. In the cluster sample no such difference is seen within the errors. This finding indicates that the reddening in the cluster is stronger in the outer parts of the disc, which is in compliance with the scenario of disc-fading (see e.g. Christlein & Zabludoff 2004) , i.e. the fad- Table 1 . Listing of the median values of the structural properties of the galaxies analysed in this work. The total cluster and total field sample are abbreviated by TCS and TFS, respectively. The ratios of the inner and outer scale lengths in the g-and r-band surface-brightness profiles are listed as ratio g and ratio r , respectively. Median colour values determined between R b and R c1 are given as (g − r) in,1 , those determined between R b and R c2 as (g − r) in,2 (see Section 3.1). Type I galaxies were not considered for the calculation of the median (g − r) out colour for the total samples. We also list the number of galaxies in each sub-sample, N, and its percental equivalent (along with the corresponding Wilson 1927-confidence intervals), as well as the median global effective radius R e , median Sérsic-index n and median stellar mass M . All errors were estimated through 1000 1-σ bootstrap iterations. Field values with an asterisk indicate significant differences between the cluster and the field as estimated by a standard KS-test (P-value <0.05). ing/aging of a galaxy's (outer) disc consequent to the stripping of gas by ram-pressure or to the consumption of gas through star formation (i.e. "strangulation"). Since we have selected our samples to minimise the influence of dust (see Section 2), we can assume that the observed reddening is truly caused by older stellar populations. Even though our data is not good enough to robustly determine the morphological type of the galaxies, we can further assume that the reddening is not solely related to a different morphological mix (i.e. a higher fraction of S0s) in the cluster environment; it has been shown that there exist hardly any Type II S0 galaxies in clusters (Erwin et al. 2012; Maltby et al. 2015) , however, the reddening we detect is similarly seen in Type II and Type III galaxies. Moreover, given our selection limit in Sérsic-index and stellar mass, our sample is very likely biased towards late-type galaxies (see e.g. Ravindranath et al. 2004) and against S0s, which are among the most massive disc objects. The reddening observed in Type II and III cluster galaxies is slightly stronger in the outer disc regions, which is in compliance with galaxy evolutionary scenarios invoking ram-pressure stripping (see e.g. Steinhauser et al. 2016) or stellar migration (see e.g. Roškar et al. 2008) . A summary of the global properties discussed here is illustrated in Fig. 9 .
Cluster
The different profile types
In total, the fractions of Type I, II and III galaxies in the total cluster and field sample are 15 Table 1 we list these fractions along with the median values of the structural parameters for the galaxies in both environments (numbers with an asterisk indicate significant differences between cluster and field, according to a standard KS-test P-value <0.05). We plot the distributions of the measured parameters for the different profile types in Figs. 6 to 8 and illustrate their median values in Fig. 9 . The results for the three individual field samples can be found in Table B1 for comparison. Note that all trends reported in this paper are confirmed by the evaluation of the individual field samples.
Type I galaxies
The most interesting result in relation to this type of galaxies is the potentially larger scale length (a factor of ∼1.08) in the clusters environment compared to the field . However, this result is not significant according to standard KS-testing (P-value: 0.481 and 0.361 for r-and g-band, respectively). Moreover, Type I cluster galaxies are as red as Type III cluster galaxies while in the field Type I colours are comparable to Type II field objects (see Figs. 6 and 9) . Note that for Type I galaxies we measure the colour in the entire disc region.
Type II galaxies
The inner and outer scale length, h 1 and h 2 , (in both bands) are similar in clusters and in the field. In relation to the position of the break, R b , there is not an obvious trend depending on environment. The most remarkable issue is that the location of the break position is independent of the band for the field galaxies (within the errors) but rather different in the clusters. However, the observed difference is not significant according to standard KS-testing. The decrease in R e (field to cluster) is strongest for Type II cluster galaxies. For an illustration of these results, (see Figs. 7 and 9).
Type III galaxies
Following the trend found in Type I galaxies, the effect of the cluster environment in Type III galaxies is to significantly enlarge the value of the outer scale length, h 2 (KS-test P-values 0.007 and Figure 5 . Normalised distributions of colour, R e and Sérsic-index for the total cluster and field samples (field galaxies in the background in blue colour, cluster galaxies in the foreground in light-red colour, overlapping regions of the histograms in purple). The vertical lines indicate the median values (dash-dotted for field and dashed for cluster galaxies). The KS-test P-value is inserted in each panel. Type I galaxies are not included in the bottom-left panel. Figure 6 . Normalised distributions of the measured disc properties for Type I galaxies (field galaxies in blue, cluster galaxies in red). The vertical lines indicate the median values (dash-dotted for field and dashed for cluster galaxies). The KS-test P-value is shown in the upper right corner of each panel. 0.001 for r-and g-band, respectively). For Type III galaxies, the increase is by a factor of ∼1.16. We also find that the ratio of the inner-to-outer scale lengths is smaller in the cluster environment by ∼15% (for both bands). These findings could be interpreted as tidal effects consequent to galaxy harassment (see Moore et al. 1996 for a detailed definition), as an increase of the rate of minor mergers building up the outer disc or as an increased contribution of an extended bulge component at larger galactocentric radii. However, the latter scenario is unlikely since it has been found to occur preferentially in S0 galaxies (see Maltby et al. 2012 ) and our sample is biased against those. While merger events could also explain why Type III galaxies in the cluster are more massive than those in the field (see 1), it has to be noted that the merger rate is assumed to be very small in inner cluster regions (where we find Type III galaxies to reside; see Fig. 4 ) due to high relative velocities. However, interactions of Type III galaxies with the intra-cluster medium and/or with other cluster galaxies (and the gravitational potential of the cluster) could have taken place in differently dense cluster regions over their comparatively long infall-time and thus might have been efficiently changing the galaxies' properties. The position of the break does not seem to be connected with the observed band for Type III cluster galaxies. This is different in the field, where R b is smaller in the g-band. However, the data on the break radii show a large scatter (resulting in large error bars), the observed differences in R b between the environments are not significant according to KS-testing and hence the results on R b have to be interpreted with caution. Illustrations of the results on Type III galaxies are given in (Figs. 8 and 9 ). The comparison of the three individual field samples shows that for some measured properties there are notable differences (e.g. in R e for Type I; in h 1,g , h 2,g and R b for Type II). However, the KS-test results (comparing each of the field samples to the corresponding cluster sample) are consistent for all of these quantities, except for one sole outlier, namely h 2,g for Type II galaxies in field sample 2.
DISCUSSION
Comparing two different environments like the field (low to intermediate density) and the cluster (high density), we are in position to explore how the physical processes associated with high overdensity regions affect the peripheral parts of galaxy discs. There are three significant differences between our field and cluster samples:
• The global size of the galaxies, as parameterised by the effective radius, is smaller by ∼15% in the cluster environment than in the field, while the global Sérsic-index is higher in the cluster by ∼15%.
• The global (g-r) colour of the galaxies is redder by around 0.2 magnitudes in the clusters than in the field.
• We find ∼2.5 times more Type I (pure exponential disc) galaxies in the clusters than in the field (15% vs. 5%). This difference is compensated by the lack of the corresponding percentage of Type II cluster galaxies (56% vs. 66%).
Our work allows us to probe, in detail, how and where the ageing and global size transformations have taken place. Figure 9 shows that the global size difference between the discs in the field and in the clusters, even though largest in Type II galaxies, seems to hold for all the profile types when explored separately. When taking a detailed look at the reddening of the individual profile types, Fig.  9 indicates that all the classes have undergone a similar reddening from the field to the cluster environments. It is worth noting that both Type I and II have a similar colour in the field, the Type III objects being notably redder. However, in the cluster environment this colour similarity is reversed so that Type I and III are the ones which share similar colours. It is remarkable that Type III field galaxies are redder than the other profile types even after masking the bulge. A possible explanation is that Type III field galaxies are formed by tidal interactions and minor mergers in the course of group pre-processing (see e.g. Younger et al. 2007; Lopes et al. 2014 ) which might have led to the observed reddening. The fact that Type II cluster galaxies are bluer than the other types in the same environment could indicate that the Type II feature is erased relatively quickly upon the cluster infall, allowing only for a limited reddening before the break vanishes. Note, however, that these are tentative interpretations. As the inner scale length of the disc galaxies, h 1 , barely changes when moving from the field to the clusters, to understand the ultimate reason of the change in the global size of the galaxies we need to focus our attention on the outer scale length, h 2 . For Type I and Type III discs, we find that h 2 is larger (by a factor of ∼1.08 and ∼1.16, respectively) in the clusters than in the field. If this was the only difference in the structure of the field versus the cluster galaxies, the global size of the cluster galaxies (at fixed stellar mass) should be larger than in the field. To understand why the cluster galaxies are yet more compact, we have to account also for the reddening of the objects. At decreasing the brightness of the galaxies' discs, the bulges of all these objects become more prominent. This effect moves the effective radius towards the inner regions of the objects. Both the increment of h 2 and the global reddening of the discs in the cluster regions are suggestive of physical process connected to the cluster environment. The rise of h 2 in Type I and more significantly in Type III cluster galaxies could be understood as the result of an increased contribution of a prominent bulge component. . Median galaxy properties for both environments and all three surface-brightness profile types. Errors are 1-sigma bootstrap estimates (1000 iterations). Open symbols and thin error bars represent the individual field samples (1, 2 and 3 from left to right, respectively). Top row: effective radius, R e , and (g − r) rest f rame colour. For Type II and Type III galaxies, (g − r) in,1 and (g − r) out are plotted. For Type I galaxies, we plot only (g − r) in,1 , which in this case is the colour measured in the entire disc region (bulge masked at 0.5 R e ). The horizontal lines in the first panel indicate the median R e (and bootstrap errors) for the total cluster and total field sample, respectively. Middle row: inner (h 1 ) and outer (h 2 ) exponential scale length for both measured bands. Bottom row: Scale length ratio (h 1 /h 2 ) and break radius (R b ) for both measured bands. For Type I galaxies, the break radius is not defined and the scale length ratio is by definition equal to unity.
Since we already accounted for the bulge component when fitting the surface-brightness profiles, this hypothesis is not sufficient to explain our findings. Other processes that might play an important role include tidal effects consequent to galaxy harassment (Moore et al. 1996) and minor merger events building up the outer disc. The global reddening of the cluster galaxies is potentially connected to the decrease of star formation in the cluster associated with the exhaustion of gas by ram-pressure stripping (see e.g. Bösch et al. 2013; Pranger et al. 2013; Steinhauser et al. 2016) . It is worth noting that the reddening of the discs seems to be stronger outside the break radius of the galaxies. This is consistent with the view that gas removal by ram-pressure stripping should be more efficient in the outer disc regions (see e.g. Steinhauser et al. 2012) .
Another interesting aspect to discuss is the dramatic increase (by a factor of ∼2.5) in the number of Type I discs in the clusters. This large variation in the frequency of Type I galaxies is accompanied by a substantial change in their colours. Whereas Type II and III have become redder by around 0.1-0.2 magnitudes, in the case of Type I this change is ∼0.3 mag. The large increase in the number of Type I galaxies is compensated by a corresponding decrease of the percentage of Type II objects. This, together with our results on galaxy colour, indicates a transformation from Type II to Type I as the galaxies fall onto the cluster. This hypothesis is in compliance with Maltby et al. (2015) who find indications for a transformation from spiral to S0 as the break is erased in Type II galaxies that fall onto a cluster, however, Maltby et al. (2015 ) (and Maltby et al. (2012 ) conclude that the structural disc parameters are not significantly influenced by environment. This disparity could be explained by the higher mass and redshift range of the galaxies selected for their study that might have made it more difficult to detect environmental trends. Furthermore, our suggested scenario is in agreement with Erwin et al. (2012) who analysed S0 galaxies in the cluster and in the field and concluded that the lack of Type II cluster S0s indicates a transformation from Type II to Type I. A suppression of the survival of Type II objects in the cluster environment has also been reported by Roediger et al. (2012) , analysing Virgo disc galaxies and, recently, by Clarke et al. (2017) using N-body SPH simulations. Supporting this view, it is worth noting that the scale length of the Type I discs has a value which is intermediate between the corresponding Type II and Type III values (both for the inner and outer scalengths). This has also been found by Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2013 . Also their comparatively large scatter in R e can be interpreted as a hint for Type I galaxies experiencing a structural transformation. The unchanging frequency of Type III galaxies from field to cluster remains unexplained by our analysis and interpretation. We will address this point in our follow-up investigations. Our results also have to be interpreted with respect to galaxy morphology. The quality of our data is not high enough to robustly assign all objects to morphological classes along the Hubble sequence, however, invoking the morphology-density relation (Dressler 1980) we can assume a higher fraction of early-type disc galaxies in the cluster environment. Referring to Gutiérrez et al. (2011) who find that Type I and III galaxies are more common in early-type discs while Type II galaxies are dominant in late-type discs, this would indicate that the trends we illustrate in Fig. 9 could -at least to some extent -be caused by morphological segregation between the two environments. On the other hand, as explained in Section 4, our sample is very likely biased against S0 galaxies due to our selection criteria in stellar mass and Sérsic-index. Moreover, the reddening for cluster Type II and III profiles is approximately the same. Since Type II galaxies are not found in cluster S0s (Erwin et al. 2012; Maltby et al. 2015) , this indicates that the trends we find are not driven by S0 galaxies. In general, we conclude that our results are not significantly influenced by morphological segregation.
SUMMARY
We have selected four samples of disc galaxies within the same narrow stellar mass range (0.8< M < 4) × 10 10 M . While one of these samples consists of galaxies residing in galaxy clusters, the other three consist of galaxies outside of galaxy clusters, i.e. from the field. Each of the four samples holds around 175 galaxies which have been classified according to their disc structure (Type I ≡ single-exponential, Type II ≡ truncated, Type III ≡ anti-truncated). We find the following results:
• Disc galaxies are ∼15% more compact in clusters than in the field. They are also ∼0.2 mag redder in (g-r) colour and show higher Sérsic-indices (by ∼15%) in the cluster region. The reddening is observed both inside and outside the break radius.
• We find ∼2.5 times more Type I (pure exponential disc) galaxies in the clusters than in the field. This difference is compensated by the lack of the corresponding percentage of Type II cluster galaxies. The fraction of Type III galaxies is the same in both environments.
• Type III cluster galaxies reside significantly closer to the cluster centre than the other break types.
• The structural parameter that changes most significantly, at comparing cluster versus field, is the outer scalelength of Type III discs, increasing by ∼16% from field to cluster. Consequent to this change, the ratio of the inner and outer scale length of Type III galaxies changes by ∼15%.
• We suggest that Type I galaxies form from Type II galaxies, consequent to the physical mechanisms acting on the Type II population, produced/enhanced by environment.
In a follow-up to this work we will investigate the structural parameters of disc galaxies as functions of clustercentric distance. To ensure adequate statistics, our analyses will be carried out on an extended sample of galaxies, including a representative fraction of galaxies that reside in the transition region between cluster and field. For a consistent follow-up we will apply the same methods as presented and described in this paper.
A selection of prototypical surface-brightness profiles, the evaluation of the field control samples and comprehensive lists of the measured and analysed galaxy data can be found in the appendix. Figure B1 : Redshift (left) and stellar mass (right) distributions of the total cluster sample and the three field samples (field sample 1, 2 and 3 from top to bottom).
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